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Structure of this talk

1. Context Moodle Learning Analytics, Fairness and Trust, and Auditing

2. Problem What hinders audits of Moodle Learning Analytics?

3.  Solution  A plugin to enable audits of Moodle Learning Analytics

4.  Conclusion  Summary, Outlook and Call To Action
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Moodle Learning Analytics

“Learning analytics are software algorithms 
that are used to predict or detect 

unknown aspects of the learning process, 
based on historical data and current behavior.”

- Moodle Documentation: Analytics 
(https://docs.moodle.org/402/en/Analytics) 

https://docs.moodle.org/402/en/Analytics


Moodle Learning Analytics



A model configuration

Moodle offers model 
configurations only – no trained 
models!

Configurations need to be trained 
on specific Moodle instances 
before they can be used!



Insights generated 
by a trained model

Image by Elizabeth Dalton (2019) (https://docs.moodle.org/402/en/File:prediction_details_38.png) 

https://docs.moodle.org/402/en/File:prediction_details_38.png


Results obtained when evaluating 
a model configuration
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Riazy, S. and Simbeck, K. (2019) 
Predictive Algorithms in 

Learning Analytics and their 
Fairness.  

10.18420/delfi2019_305

Learning 
Analytics 
models are 
not always fair, 
and seldom 
trustworthy.
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Fernsel, L. and Simbeck, K. (Forthcoming) Assessing the Auditability of 
Learning Analytics Systems: A Framework and Case Study.

→ Find opportunities for improvement
→ Assure quality
→ Promote trust and acceptance

Auditing = verifying that Learning Analytics do their job 
correctly, well and in compliance with ethical values

Audits to the rescue!
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How to audit

Moodle‘s dropout 
prediction model
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How to audit

1. Formulate claims

Dropout predictions do not show bias 
against minority groups.

Fernsel, L. and Simbeck, K. (Forthcoming) Assessing the Auditability of 
Learning Analytics Systems: A Framework and Case Study.
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Fernsel, L. and Simbeck, K. (Forthcoming) Assessing the Auditability of
Learning Analytics Systems: A Framework and Case Study.

system logsdocumentation

source code

2. Gather evidence to prove or disprove claims

How to audit
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How to audit

3. Validate evidence to conclude whether claims are fulfilled.

Todo: Check if dropout predictions are equally accurate 
for both minority and majority groups.

Fernsel, L. and Simbeck, K. (Forthcoming) Assessing the Auditability of 
Learning Analytics Systems: A Framework and Case Study.



Analytics
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Problem

To validate some claims 

we need to conduct 

data-based tests.

majority minority

trained model

input

predictions

input

predictions

Do dropout predictions show bias 
against minority groups?
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Fernsel, L. and Simbeck, K. (Forthcoming) 
Assessing the Auditability of Learning Analytics 

Systems: A Framework and Case Study.

No suitable test data is 
openly available, and due 
to the dependence on 
user activity data, it can 
not be mocked.

Problem
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Problem The evaluation mode only 
evaluates configurations 
and models trained on 
another site. Models 
trained during evaluation 
are not persisted.

Fernsel, L. and Simbeck, K. (Forthcoming) 
Assessing the Auditability of Learning Analytics 

Systems: A Framework and Case Study.
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Problem The evaluation mode 
does not make available 
raw predictions, but 
returns only few 
aggregated quality 
metrics.

Fernsel, L. and Simbeck, K. (Forthcoming) 
Assessing the Auditability of Learning Analytics 

Systems: A Framework and Case Study.
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bit.ly/23lala 

LaLA
- Let’s audit Learning 
Analytics

A plugin to enable 
audits of Moodle 
Learning Analytics

Solution

http://bit.ly/23lala
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Solution

Enable uploading and selection of data.

Clearly differentiate between model 
configurations and trained models. 

Persist models trained by LaLA.

Provide predictions.
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There’s more!

Provide extensive evidence for download

• Model input with features and truth values

• Input split into training and test data

• Data related to the model input, 
e.g. (anonymized) user data
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Privacy: Anonymize all data so it can be used and downloaded safely.

Ensure traceability: Persist model configurations that are updated or deleted 
in the Moodle Learning Analytics settings.

Enable third-party audits: Allow users to be assigned the role of “auditor” 
with capabilities limited to LaLA.

Example analysis: Demonstrate evidence analysis with a Jupyter Notebook

There’s even more!
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How to use LaLA?

1. Formulate claims

Dropout predictions do not show bias 
against minority groups.

Fernsel, L. and Simbeck, K. (Forthcoming) Assessing the Auditability of 
Learning Analytics Systems: A Framework and Case Study.
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How to use LaLA?

2. Gather evidence with LaLA



Select the 
model 
configuration 
to be audited.



Create a new 
model version.



A new model 
version has 
been created!



Alternatively 
to the 
automatic 
model version 
creation, 
upload or 
select data 
manually.



Download 
predictions 
and related 
enrolment and 
user data.
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How to use LaLA?

Fernsel, L. and Simbeck, K. (Forthcoming) Assessing the Auditability of 
Learning Analytics Systems: A Framework and Case Study.

3. Validate evidence to conclude whether claims are fulfilled.

Todo: Check if dropout predictions are equally accurate 
for both minority and majority groups.



Import the 
evidence



What the 
evidence looks 
like…



Select which 
properties you 
need from the 
related data 
and join them 
to the 
predictions.



Calculate the 
accuracy per 
group.



Plot the 
accuracy per 
group.



Calculate the 
accuracy 
difference and 
ratio.
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Conclusion

● Learning Analytics models are not always fair, nor trustworthy. 
Therefore, we need to audit them!

● However, auditing of Moodle Learning Analytics is currently hindered 
by a lack of data, low traceability and non-persistence of trained 
models and their predictions in the evaluation mode.

● The Moodle plugin LaLA persists and retrieves evidence including 
model predictions.
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Outlook

There‘s STILL no data openly available
→ Provide two anonymized data sets both as valid model input 

(csv) as well as importable Moodle course backup file (mbz)

LaLA always uses the PHP Logistic Regression model
→ Enable the use of other implementations and backends

LaLA STILL only evaluates model configurations
→ Allow users to skip training and directly upload or select data 

for testing
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Outlook

Potentially high storage use and server work load 
→ Reduce training and test evidence to lists of sample ids
→ Ask beforehand which evidence should be stored
→ Enable command line execution

Loss of information due to anonymization
→ Implement a more sophisticated anonymization algorithm such 

as l-diversity
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Give feedback, share ideas, document bugs, publish 
your anonymized Moodle data and maybe even join 
the development.

Audit your models to increase trust and thereby 
acceptance into Learning Analytics.

LaLA can help with gathering evidence for your audit.

Call To Action: Your turn!
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E: fernsel@htw-berlin.de W: bit.ly/23lala 

http://moodlemoot.org/
mailto:fernsel@emailaddress.com
http://bit.ly/23lala
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